It is often assumed that colours in an image correlate with intrinsic surface properties (e.g. re ectance). Indeed, this goes a long way to explain the predominance of colour as feature for image indexing. Unfortunately the assumption is unfounded since the image of a scene viewed under two di erent coloured lights contains two di erent sets of colours; that is, image colour is a measure of the intrinsic properties of light and surface combined. In our research we aim to provide alternative indices to colour which are invariant to illumination change, yet at the same time still correlate with intrinsic surface properties.
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The starting point for this work is the colour angle index developed in a previous study 3] .
This index comprises the 3 angles between the R, G, and B colour bands of an image. It is invariant to illuminant change and, importantly, captures low-order image statistics. However, because the colour angle index comprises just 3 numbers the number of images it can discriminate between must be limited. In this paper we extend the angular index by deriving a range of new angle invariants. The key observation which we make is that the colour angles of an image calculated post-linear ltering (e.g. convolution) are also illuminant invariant. Two new colour-texture angle-indices are considered in detail. The local-texture angles of an image are colour angles calculated post Laplacian of Gaussian ltering and global angles are calculated from the auto-and cross-correlation band images. Experiments demonstrate that both the local-texture global-texture angles deliver accurate image indexing. Moreover, performance is better than other colour based methods.
Background
Let us represent an n n colour image by the vector function I such that I(x; y) denotes the (r; g; b) vector at location x, y and records how red, green and blue a pixel appears. Suppose we have a database M of m images: M = fI 1 ; I 2 ; ; I m g and a query image I q . Image indexing is all about nding the subset of images Q in M which are close to I q . Mathematically we might write: Q = fI i : jjI i ? I q jj d < T ; I i 2 M (i = 1; 2; ; m)g (1) where jj:jj d is a distance measure which quanti es the similarity of two images and Q contains all those images in M which are su ciently similar (their distance is below some user de ned threshold T , to the query image I q ).
Obviously the distance measure jj:jj d must be chosen appropriately. Suppose that image A in Figure 1 is a query image and images B through F comprise the database M. It is clear that image B is the same as image A but has been rotated through 90 degrees. Image C is also equal to image A but has been viewed at a glancing angle and as such is perspectively distorted (in much the same way as railway tracks are seen to merge in the distance). Images D, E and F are not like A at all. The challenge in image indexing is to design a distance measure jj:jj d Unfortunately the colours in an image depend on the colour of light under which they are seen and as such the colour distributions of an image change from one light to another. It has been shown that colour distribution based indexing can fail completely under quite a small change in lighting 7] . The magnitude of this problem is hidden from us since the colours we ourselves see are more or less constant (illuminant independent); our visual system exhibits colour constancy 1]. That this is so might encourage to try and preprocess images to remove dependence on illumination since if we can solve for colour constancy then distribution based indexing is still appropriate. Unfortunately, despite extensive research (see 6] for a review), there do not yet exist reliable colour constancy algorithms.
While it is not possible to discount the colour of light from an image it is possible to describe how colours change with a change in light and from this description those parts of a distribution which are independent of the colour of the light can be characterised and subsequently used for (5) It is fairly easy to prove that (5) is independent of illumination. Consider the images I 1 and I 2 described above. From the de nition of standard deviation and covariance it is straightforward to show that:
ij (I 1 ) = d i d j ij (I 2 ) (i; j 2 fr; g; bg) (6) Substituting (4) and (6) into (5) i (I 1 ) j (I 1 ) (i; j 2 fr; g; bg) ( 
7)
Equation (5) has an interesting geometric interpretation. Let us denote the red, green and blue channels of an image I r , I g and I b and let us think of each channel as a vector in a very high dimensional space i.e. if I has n 2 pixels then I r is an n 2 dimensional vector. It can be shown that so long has the mean in each colour channel is 0 that equation (5) can be rewritten as:
I i :I j jI i jjI j j ; (i; j 2 fr; g; bg) (8) where`:' in (8) denotes vector dot-product and j j is the vector norm. Equation (8) 
Colour texture indexing
As databases get large, it becomes likely that there will be database images which, though visually quite di erent, will have very similar colour distributions and so distribution based indexing will fail. Figure 2 illustrates the kind of problem that might be arise. The 1st image has a pattern which we might call`checkered'. The 2nd image has a`stripey' patterning and the The colour distributions of all 3 images are the same 3rd is again`checkered' though is at an di erent orientation. Clearly we want to match images 1 and 3 but not 1 witt 2. Unfortunately all 3 images have identical colour distributions. To index e ectively into any database of any size we believe that the texture (`stripey' vs`checkered') and the colours in an image must be taken into account. Let us de ne a colour texture map as a colour image post-convolution with a suitably chosen two-dimensional lter (where convolution is applied separately in each of the three bands).
Denoting the convolution lter as F, the texture map of the image I is written as F ? I where ?
represents convolution. Because convolution is a linear operator the texture maps of the same scene viewed under two illuminants are related by a diagonal matrix 3]:
It follows that the angles (F ? I) encode statistical information about the distribution of colours in the colour texture map. Of course care must be taken in choosing the lter F. For example, we do not want to use a lter which is more sensitive to some image directions than others since we wish to recognise textures irrespective of their orientation.
The Laplacian of Gaussian lter, which we denote r 2 G is often used to quantify local surface texture 7] (since mathematically, r 2 G is a function of second derivatives). It can be shown that the angles between local texture images are independent of image orientation and to the colour To test whether local or global texture measures are useful for image indexing we used Healey and Wang's texture images 9]? There are ten database images of natural textures viewed under white light, they are shown in (black and white) Figure 3 and 30 query images: the same textures viewed under red, green and blue coloured lights. We added to this data set copies of all 40 images rotated by 30 , 45 , 60 , 90 and 110 resulting in 240 images in total (10 in the database and 230 for query evaluation).
The index rankings using the colour, local texture and global texture measures (Equations (10), (12) , and (13)) are given in Table 1 . Rank is de ned to be the position of the correct match in the sorted list of match values. Thus, a match rank of 1 indicates correct indexing, a rank of 2 means that the correct answer was the second best and so on. It is evident that indexing results using colour alone is poor; almost half the textures are indexed incorrectly. Indexing using the angles of the local texture distributions yields the best results, with all but eight of the textures being correctly identi ed. Indexing using the angles of the global texture distributions also performs well. At least on this data set it is apparent that colour alone is insu cient to index images (the problem illustrated in Figure 2 was borne out) but that colour-texture indexing delivers good performance.
In the last row of Table 1 we include the indexing performance of the simple colour distribution distance measure (Equation (2)). As expected performance is very bad indeed since no account is made of the fact that colour distributions depend on the colour of the viewing illuminant. Almost one half of all query textures are matched with a rank bigger than 3 nad this is completely unacceptable given that the database contains just 10 textures.
In this paper we derived measures of local and global colour texture. The measures are robust to image transformation (e.g. rotation) and illuminant colour and as such provide useful information for image indexing. Local-and global-texture based indexing is shown to support accurate indexing for a database of natural textures (images of tree, sand, sky etc).
